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How to create a model for a
division problem
1.

In the following problems circle the dividend and underline the divisor.
•
The dividend is the number that is being divided up!!!
400/16
210/12

2. Begin by cutting out enough grid paper for the dividend.
•

In 210/12 I need to cut out 210 squares. When I’m done I will have something like this.

•

In the division problem, 400/16 the dividend is _______. So you need to cut out
______squares or cubes.

3. Now it is time to get the dimensions for your array. The divisor tells you how many cubes will
make up the length of your array. In 210/12, I will have 12 cubes going across the top of my
array. To do this I will glue down one flat and two longs.

• In 400/16 your divisor is __________. That means your length will be ______. Use the
grids you have already cut out and glue them down so you have ______ cubes for your
length.

4. The last step is to finish off your array. An array is always in the shape of a
rectangle or square. Use whatever cubes you have left to make the height for your
array. Cut apart the remainder of your grid paper to make a row. When you can no
longer make a complete row you are done.

• My array is a 12 by 11 but I still have cubes left over so I will continue to
make rows.
•

I ended up making 18 rows before I didn’t have enough cubes to make any
more rows. Now my array is a 12 by 18, and I have four cubes left over. Here
are the equations I can make to represent this array.

• 12 x 18 + 4 = 220
• 220/12 = 18 r4
• Finish dividing up your 400 cubes into 16 equal columns.
When you are done write two equations that represent
your array here.
_________________________
_________________________

